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Cadira Lifeguard Chair     
The unique Cadira chair has been specifically designed 
for beaches. Manufactured from a high-density 
plastic, it's extremely solid, resisting UV rays and even 
certain acts of vandalism. It is easy to anchor it to the 
ground or install an umbrella on it. It does not require 
any maintenance. With safety in mind, the Cadira was 
designed to provide enough room to seat two lifeguards. 
The chair is equipped with two lateral ladders for rapid 
ascent or descent. A second bench is located in front, at 
the base of the chair. It can be used as a second lookout 
post or as an area used to treat victims.

SA-57609 Cadira Lifeguard Chair ...upon request

Plastic Lifeguard Chair
Made from high-density recycled plastic, these four chairs are strong and durable. These weather-resistant lifeguard chairs were created for both 
pools and beaches. The steps and platforms are textured for a better grip. Umbrella bracket included.

Price ................upon request

Dimensions: 
41" L x 30" W x 61" H 
Seat Height: 40"

FOB Factory

SA-56910  AQ40 White 
SA-56910-SD AQ40 Sand 
SA-56910-GN AQ40 Green

Dimensions: 
43" L x 30" W x 70" H 
Seat Height: 50"

FOB Factory

SA-56915 AQ50 White  
SA-56915-SD AQ50 Sand 
SA-56915-GN AQ50 Green

Dimensions: 
62" L x 59" W x 70" H 
Seat Height: 50" 
Platform height: 33"

FOB Factory

SA-56925 AQ50L White 
SA-56925-SD AQ50L Sand 
SA-56925-GN AQ50L Green

Dimensions: 
54.5" L x 59" W x 93" H 
Seat Height: 72" 
Platform height: 55"

FOB Factory

SA-56926 AQ72L White 
SA-56926-SD AQ72L Sand 
SA-56926-GN AQ72L Green

Lifeguard Chairs Ultra Lifeguard Chair      

Ultra Lifeguard Chair
Our Ultra Lifeguard Chair is a unique blend of comfort and safety. For 
starters, the rear-mount ladder ensures continuous supervision of the 
pool and deck, even while accessing the seat. The large platform is 
spacious enough to accommodate two lifeguards, which is particularly 
convenient during shift changes, and it boasts a non-slip fibreglass 
grating for added safety. Hooks for the the ring buoy and rescue pole are 
additional practical features. The truly unique characteristic of this chair 
is the seat, which is height-adjustable, so lifeguards from the tallest to the 
shortest can find the perfect setting.

Equipped with two wheels, this unit is easily moveable, offering you the 
flexibility of relocating the lifeguard station for different viewing positions, 
while rubber feet on the legs provide deck protection and slip resistance. 
The stainless steel structure is powder coated for improved corrosion 
resistance and durability. In short, this chair offers unparalleled comfort 
combined with our customary quality and sturdy construction, meaning 
that although the lifeguards will come and go, this chair will be around for 
several years!

Price ................upon request

SA-57420 6 feet 
SA-57428 8 feet 
SA-57299 Ultra Chair Dolly 

Replacement Parts
  Unit ($)

PSA-57420-05 Adjustable Pedestal .................... 271.99  
PSA-57420-06 White Captain Style Chair ........... 345.99  
PSA-57420-10 Wheel (1) ...................................... 58.99  
DV-82440 Ladder Tread ................................ 155.99 

Moving your Ultra Lifeguard Chair around the pool has suddenly got 
easier! One hand is all that’s needed to operate this clever dolly. It works 
like a lever: simply place the towing hook in the space provided and tilt 
the chair into the desired position. Made of powder coated stainless steel.
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57211 57213

SA-57000 Ladder at Rear
Its flare guard rails provide easy 
access to the platform.

Paragon Lifeguard Chairs
All Paraflyte chairs have a platform height of 4'6", a seat height of 6'0" above the deck, and are supported by a type-304 stainless steel flanged 
pedestal. Anchors are sold separatly.

SA-57100 Ladder at Sides
Ideal for pools with limited deck 
space.

Rover Semi  Permanent Chair
Designed for those pools where the life guard 
chair must be anchored yet still capable of 
being readily moved. The rear legs are set 
into sockets anchored in the deck, while 
the front legs with wheels allow for easy 
relocation. Anchors and escutcheon plates 
sold separately.

SA-57217 Rover Semi Permanent

SA-57200 OSHA
Its guard rails extend to the front 
of the platform for added safety.

Rover Moveable Chair
This model is an ideal solution for a chair that 
is needed at different locations at different 
times. Rugged and stable, yet easily moved 
by one person due to wheels that roll easily 
on deck or lawn. This is the perfect chair for 
supervision, instruction, and judging. 

SA-57300 6 ft Rover Moveable 
SA-57400 8 ft Rover Moveable

SA-57600 Club
The vertical access ladder 
requires less deck space.

Portable Chair
All chairs are light enough to be easily lifted 
by one person (the 4-step weighs a mere 
70 lb). The sloping front ladder allows easy 
access to the molded contour seat, and the 
angled legs add extra stability.

SA-57548 2-Step 
SA-57549 3-Step 
SA-57550 4-Step 

Lifeguard Chairs

All products on the following pages may be powder 
coated upon request. Ask about applicable fees. 

Price ................upon request

Griff’s Guard Station and Sun Shade
These chairs feature front entry, elevated viewing station, easy 
access, and non-skid surface. A wide front step also serves as an 
additional station and brings the guard closer to the pool edge. Heavy 
duty wheels allow convenient, easy portability. Stainless steel and 
fibreglass construction ensure long lasting and trouble-free service.

SA-57220 Flat Guard Station 
SA-57221 Elevated Step Guard Station 
SA-57222 Full Height Guard Station

Lookout Platform Chair
Specially engineered for busy aquatic 
facilities and water parks. Access from both 
sides allow two lifeguards on the platform 
at the same time to maintain uninterrupted 
guard, during change of shift. Sloping 
steps allow quicker dismount. Portable, 
solid stainless steel frame, 360° swivel seat 
mounted on an extra large 60" x 36" non-
skid fibreglass platform. Seat height is 54" 
from deck. Platform height is 36" from deck.

SA-57203 Platform Chair

Lookout Chairs
Designed for pools that do not require a 
full-height chair. All Lookout chairs offer an 
elevated, 360º swivel seat which sits on a 
non-skid platform. Station provides easy 
access and dismount. Available in one-
, two-, or three-step models. The 1-step 
standard model has a seat 30" above deck. 
The 2-step model has a seat 42" above 
deck. The 3-step model has a seat at 54" 
above deck.

SA-57211 1-Step 
SA-57212 2-Step 
SA-57213 3-Step

Lookout Dual Side Mount Chair
Ideal for pools with limited deck space. 
Convenient access from both sides permits 
unterrupted surveillance during lifeguard 
changes. Portable, solid stainless steel 
frame, 360° swivel seat is moun ted on a 4 ft x 
4 ft non-skid fibreglass platform. Seat height 
is 54" from deck. Platform height is 36" from 
deck. Wheels allow for easy relocation.

SA-57205 Dual Side Mount

All Terrain Griff’s Guard Station
A versatile lifeguard station that can be manoeuvered over most 
terrain and may be used in either indoor or outdoor facilities.

• Available in 3 heights: (4 ft, 5 ft and 6 ft)
• Fold-down cushioned seat provided
• Large pneumatic wheels for easy manoeuvring
• Ships flat and assembles in minutes 

SA-57223 4 ft 
SA-57224 5 ft 
SA-57225 6 ft

Griff’s Vision Guard Station
A portable lifeguard station with an innovative, uninhibited wide front 
viewing edge. Available in one-, two-, or three-step models.

• Occupies minimal deck space and may be positioned close to 
pool’s edge

• Dual side access for uninterrupted surveillance during lifeguard 
changes

• Cushioned swivel/fold-down seat

SA-57226 One-Step 
SA-57227 Two-Step 
SA-57228 Three-Step
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O-Series Lifeguard Chair
The O-Series lifeguard chair is a unique take on the classic design, 
with its characteristic circular shape.  Equipped with two wheels, this 
movable chair can easily be placed anywhere around the pool.  A 
360-degree swivel seat and non-slip footboard ensure not only quick 
access to the seat, but also the possibility of making a fast break from 
any angle.  Seat height from pool deck: 30" or 42"

SA-56536 O-Series 30" 
SA-56537 O-Series 42"

Standard Lifeguard Chair
The 6-foot (1.8 m) Standard chair is equipped with two wheels for 
easy mobility, allowing it to be placed where needed.  It features a 
45-degree swivel seat, and a non-slip platform with direct ladder 
access. Seat height from pool deck: 6' (1.8 m)

SA-56530 Standard Lifeguard Chair

Outlook 1 Lifeguard Chair
This stationary chair has a narrow profile with a single anchor point, 
requiring minimal deck space. The six-foot (1.8 m) seat height, as 
well as the 360-degree swivel permit an uninhibited view of the entire 
pool and deck. Hand rails and posts are made of 304 grade stainless 
steel, and the base post is powder-coated in silver grey for corrosion 
resistance. Anchor included.

SA-56542 Outlook 1 Lifeguard Chair

Lifeguard Chairs

Every aquatic facility will find a product to meet its needs in 
the line of lifeguard chairs offered by SR Smith. Both sta-
tionary and mobile models are offered in various heights 
and rotational capacities. All of them respect current safety 
standards, as well as taking into account certain practical 
aspects of their use. 

All products on the following pages may be powder coated 
upon request. Ask about applicable fees.

Price ................upon request

Low Profile Lifeguard Chair
Two wheels make the Low Profile lifeguard chair easy to move around 
the pool deck as needed. It features a wide (38" x 42"), rear-entry 
platform for quick entry and exit.  Seat height from deck:  32", 42" or 
54".  Required deck space:  38" x 42".

Price ................upon request

SA-56531 30" Chair 
SA-56532 42" Chair 
SA-56533 54" Chair

Vista Lifeguard Chair
The Vista lifeguard chair is available in seat heights of 6' or 8', with a 
360-degree swivel seat for uninhibited scanning of the pool and deck, 
making it ideal for supervising large pools.

SA-56528 6' Chair 
SA-56529 8' Chair

Guardian Lifeguard Chair
This permanent chair is recommended for general use in all types of 
installations.  It features a slim design, with an extended platform and 
hand rails for increased safety. Anchors included.

SA-56546 Guardian Lifeguard Chair
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Side steps to enable 
ease of access

Mendota Lifeguard Chair
These sturdy chairs are ideal for both the beach and the pool. Offered 
in various seat heights, they also come with the option of wheels (sold 
separately) for easy manoeuvrability.

• Made of recycled high-density polyethylene material.
• Shipped with minimal assembly required (80% factory assembled)
• Resistant to corrosive substances, oil, insects, fungi, salt spray, 

rust, etc.
• 316 L stainless steel hardware for maximum corrosion resistance
• Will not rot, splinter, or crack
• Does not absorb moisture
• Includes cup holder & umbrella holder

Price ................upon request

SA-57453 3-ft Chair
SA-57454 4-ft Chair
SA-57455 5-ft Chair
SA-57449 Wheel Kit (optional)
SA-57456 5-ft Side Step Chair

FOB Factory

Stimson Lifeguard Chair
This permanent chair is highly functional with its exclusive seat.

• Mounting brackets for a ring buoy and umbrella
• Features a non-slip platform top
• 15-degree angle ladder, provides more safety and comfort
• Made of stainless steel
• Seat height from pool deck: 6"

SA-56700 Stimson ..................... upon request
FOB Factory

Sapphire Lifeguard Chair
Designed specifically for space-saving purposes with its minimal 
setback.

• 360-degree swivel
• Stainless steel construction
• Textured-surfaced platform (30" × 42") to prevent slipping
• Removable fold down seat
• 20" wide step treads made of non-slip heavy-duty HDPE and UV 

stabilized.
• Seat height from pool deck: 6"

SA-56702 Saphhire .................... upon request
FOB Factory

White Sand

Lifeguard Chairs

Umbrella
We offer a heavy-duty, weather-resistant double laminate vinyl 
umbrella. It opens to a giant 6 ½ feet (78") and is 93" high. It’s made 
from 6 panels in alternating colours and is equipped with a 1 ½" 
aluminum 2-piece frame with tilt feature.
 Unit ($)

SA-57801 Blue / White ................ 136.00  
SA-57802 Red / White ................. 136.00  
SA-57803 Green / White ............. 136.00 

Seats and Pivots
We now have a selection of replacement seats and pivots for most 
Paragon, SR Smith and Spectrum lifeguard chairs.
 Unit ($)

Paragon 
SA-57620 Pivot ........................... 493.99  
SA-57625 Seat - Blue ................. 208.99  
SA-57625-01 Seat - White ............... 208.99

SR Smith 
PSA-56990-01 Seat w/ Swivel ........... 408.99  
PSA-56990-02 Swivel Stand ............. 638.99  
 (w/ Umbrella Holder) 
PSA-56990-03 Swivel Stand ............. 585.99  
PSA-56990-04 Swivel ........................ 99.99  
 (for Lifeguard Chair) 
PSA-56990-05 Lifeguard Seat .......... 343.99  
 (w/o Swivel) 
Spectrum 
PSA-56700-02 Seat - White ............... 498.99 

Lifeguard Chair Footboards
All fixed or semi-permanent lifeguard chairs feature a rugged platform 
footboard extending to the pool edge. These non-skid footboards are 
made of laminated wood coated with fibreglass and polyester resin. 
It is very important to know what type of chair you have, since the 
footboards differ for each model.

Price ................upon request

PSA-57000-01 for SA-57000 Chair and SA-57600 Chair 
PSA-57100-01 for SA-57100 Chair 
PSA-57200-01 for SA-57200 Chair 
PSA-57300-01 for SA-57300 Chair

Accessories
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